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Abstract
Testing is an important aspect of design and development which consumes significant time and resource in many compa-
nies. However, it has received less research attention than many other activities in product development, and especially, 
very few publications report empirical studies of engineering testing. Such studies are needed to establish the importance 
of testing and inform the development of pragmatic support methods. This paper combines insights from literature study 
with findings from three empirical studies of testing. The case studies concern incrementally developed complex products 
in the automotive domain. A description of testing practice as observed in these studies is provided, confirming that testing 
activities are used for multiple purposes depending on the context, and are intertwined with design from start to finish of the 
development process, not done after it as many models depict. Descriptive process models are developed to indicate some 
of the key insights, and opportunities for further research are suggested.
Keywords Testing · Design and development · Incremental complex products · Case studies · Descriptive process model
1 Introduction
Numerous models of engineering design and development 
processes present them as sequences or networks of tasks 
(Wynn and Clarkson 2018). In industry practice, these tasks 
include numerous testing activities ranging from material 
and part testing, to testing of main functional components 
and subsystems, through to whole-system testing against 
customer requirements (O’Connor 2001). Testing activities 
can trigger design change, and also help companies respond 
to design change by ensuring compliance with requirements 
is maintained (Lévárdy et al. 2004). However, despite the 
importance of testing in practice, most design process mod-
els do not explicitly emphasise the integration of testing 
activities throughout product development. From the point 
of view of testing, these process models are partial not only 
in the activities that they depict, but also in their structures 
which typically do not emphasise the relationships between 
design and testing. We argue that this is an important gap, 
because a number of researchers have reported that testing 
is a very significant cost factor in engineering design and 
development (Tahera et al. 2017).
In engineering practice, the relationship between design 
and testing is not straightforward. Testing has a variety of 
purposes as well as taking many forms, including assessing 
performance of materials and components, assessing the 
function and performance of subsystems and ensuring the 
overall capability of the product for complex user needs. 
Some testing is typically done by an Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM), while other testing is done by sub-
system suppliers. These tests, both virtual and physical, are 
important to support verification and validation (Shabi and 
Reich 2012), and can also guide design decisions if results 
are available in good time (Kennedy 2008). Computer-aided 
engineering (CAE) simulations constitute virtual tests that 
are often used alongside physical tests of components, sub-
systems, and whole product prototypes. This concurrency 
accelerates product development (Tahera 2014) while also 
increasing confidence in test results (Thomke 1998).
As suggested above, testing is not limited to the end of a 
development process, but is done on an ongoing basis and 
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overlaps with design activities throughout product devel-
opment (Tahera et al. 2017). This is particularly evident 
for products which are developed incrementally. Here, 
this means that a new product is designed using a previous 
product as the starting point. Modifications and changes are 
introduced to meet new market and customer requirements, 
incorporate new technologies, improve manufacturing 
quality, or reduce costs, for example. Companies typically 
attempt to limit the proportion of new components in these 
incremental design processes (Wyatt et al. 2009), which has 
implications for the testing that is required. The integration 
of testing with design activities is also especially close for 
complex products with many interdependent components 
and functional subsystems. Many such interactions means 
that design modifications in a component or subsystem 
are more likely to propagate to other areas of the product 
(Clarkson et al. 2004), leading to more tests being required 
to address all modified components. The effects of design 
complexity on the integration of testing and design are fur-
ther emphasised when customer requirements cover numer-
ous use cases, perhaps satisfied through different product 
variants. This further prompts careful integration of testing 
with design, to adequately account for the full context of use 
while keeping the testing effort and cost manageable.
1.1  Contribution of this article
Overall, the complexity of incremental product develop-
ment means that it is both possible and necessary to embed 
testing closely within the design process. However, there 
are few detailed empirical studies of engineering testing 
in the research literature, and the interplay between design 
and testing is not emphasised in the well-known procedural 
models of the design and development process. The present 
paper aims to address these gaps, drawing on case studies 
to examine how testing occurs in practice and introducing 
descriptive process models to textually and graphically 
summarise some of the key issues that are discussed. The 
paper provides a significant expansion on preliminary find-
ings published in two conference papers (Tahera et al. 2012, 
2015), incorporating new insight from an additional case 
study and an expanded literature review.
1.2  Research method
A search was undertaken to find research literature rel-
evant to testing in engineering design. This considered both 
descriptive and normative work as well as treatments of test-
ing in design and development process models. Beginning 
with the reviews recently published in Tahera et al. (2017) 
and Wynn and Clarkson (2018), the bibliographies of those 
articles were studied, relevant original sources were revis-
ited and their bibliographies studied in turn. Google Scholar 
and Scopus were used to find additional relevant sources 
and key journals including Research in Engineering Design, 
Journal of Engineering Design, and IEEE Transactions on 
Engineering Management were considered. Sections 2 and 
3 were incrementally synthesised as the literature was found 
and digested.
Insights from the literature study were complemented 
by three industry case studies. The case study companies 
incrementally design products in the automotive domain: 
diesel engines, forklift trucks, and turbochargers. The stud-
ies focused on testing relating to mechanical design issues, 
although all the products also have significant electrical and 
electronic aspects. More information on the case study meth-
odology is provided in Sect. 4.1.
1.3  Outline
The paper begins by discussing research literature on test-
ing in engineering design to summarise current state-of-the-
art understanding of this topic. Drawing on this literature, 
Sect. 2 highlights some of the main factors impacting testing 
and establishes the mutual dependence between test activi-
ties and related activities such as design, verification, and 
validation. Section 3 reviews design process models from 
the point of view of testing, concluding that the complex 
relationships between design and test are not adequately 
represented in many of these models. This sets the con-
text for the case studies of testing and design outlined in 
Sect. 4. Section 5 draws together insights from the previous 
three sections to develop descriptive models of the product 
development process for incremental and complex products, 
intended to summarise the main types of testing observed 
in the studies, and to show their relationship with other 
design activities. Implications and limitations are explored 
in Sect. 6. Section 7 offers concluding remarks.
2  Background
Although testing is important in many design and devel-
opment domains, this paper focuses primarily on testing 
during engineering design and product development. The 
focus is set on testing itself as well as closely related tasks, 
thereby including design analysis, modelling and simulation, 
physical tests, and analysis of test data. The literature study 
undertaken for this paper supports earlier comments by 
Engel (2010) that relatively little work has been published on 
testing in this specific context, as well as the observation of 
Lévárdy et al. (2004) that testing has received significantly 
less research attention than the associated design and analy-
sis tasks of product development and systems engineering.
We contend that the topic deserves further research, 
because it has been suggested that testing is an important 
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component of product development/systems engineering that 
can consume substantial proportions of the overall effort 
and cost (Thomke and Bell 2001; Engel and Barad 2003). 
Furthermore, several researchers agree that there seems to be 
opportunity for improvement. For example, Shabi and Reich 
(2012) write that testing, although required in most product 
development projects, is seldom done in an optimal man-
ner. O’Connor (2001) suggest that a contributing factor is 
that there is no consistent set of principles, approaches, and 
methodology for testing, while more recently, Shabi et al. 
(2017) similarly argue that there is a “lack of a structured 
approach” in the engineering domain. In contrast, there is 
substantial work on structured testing in the context of veri-
fication and validation in software engineering (see, e.g., 
Bertolino 2007, for an overview of key issues). In some 
respects, software testing is different from hardware testing, 
for example, because many tests can be automated and run 
rapidly at low cost in the context of software, which is often 
not possible when testing hardware (Shabi and Reich 2012). 
Despite the differences, some of the insights are applicable 
to both domains (Engel and Barad 2003), since some objec-
tives of testing are broadly similar in both cases, and it can 
also be noted that most complex engineered products com-
prise a significant proportion of software. Although software 
testing is not the main focus of this paper, the literature on 
this topic is, therefore, mentioned where appropriate to sup-
port the discussion.
The next subsections provide an overview of engineering 
testing as it appears in research literature, and place it in the 
context of related concepts such as validation, verification, 
and quality. We then establish that interactions exist between 
how testing is (or should be) done and characteristics of the 
design and development context.
2.1  Roles of testing in design and development
Testing is often discussed in the context of verification and 
validation (V&V), whose purpose is “to ensure the customer 
receives a quality product and neither the customer nor the 
supplier is burdened with the cost of rework due to fail-
ures of the product after delivery’ (Shabi et al. 2017). In 
this context, testing is typically viewed as one of several 
methods that can be used in support of V&V (Hoppe et al. 
2007) and is often the most data-intensive of those methods 
(Pineda and Kilicay-Ergin 2010). Complementing testing, 
other V&V methods include analysis, inspection of proper-
ties and simple demonstration of functionality (Engel 2010).
In the V&V context, tests are often intended to demon-
strate that a design behaves as expected and as specified 
in technical requirements, before its release. As such test-
ing is closely related to quality (Engel and Barad 2003). In 
particular, quality may be viewed as the ability of a product 
to meet explicit or implicit needs, and testing can help to 
identify and eliminate quality failures. Engel and Shachar 
(2006) write that the total cost associated with quality can 
be decomposed into three components: (1) the cost of run-
ning Verification, Validation and Testing (VVT) activities; 
(2) the cost of rework to correct quality failures discovered 
during those VVT activities; and (3) the cost of handling 
quality failures that are not discovered by the VVT. The 
total cost of quality can be minimised by appropriate plan-
ning of VVT activities, which potentially impacts all three 
components described above. The planning can be assisted 
by methods such as Design of Experiments for micro-level 
planning of individual tests (e.g., Luna et al. 2013), Design 
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (DFMEA) to help iden-
tify, where testing may be useful (e.g., Shankar et al. 2016), 
and methods to optimise the overall VVT strategy (e.g., 
Engel and Shachar 2006; Shabi and Reich 2012). These and 
other methods are discussed in greater detail in forthcoming 
sections. Individual tests or the testing plan can themselves 
contain flaws or be poorly designed such that tests provide 
incorrect or incomplete information. Overall, therefore, 
attention to the quality of testing and of the broader V&V 
plan is important to assure quality of a designed product or 
system.
To further clarify the relationship between testing, veri-
fication, validation, and quality, Table 1 summarises defi-
nitions from several sources including the IEEE standard 
glossary of software terminology (IEEE 1990), the ISO 9000 
Quality Management System (Hoyle 2009), the telecommu-
nications community (Engel 2010) and the modelling and 
simulation community (Balci 1998). This paper adopts the 
definition of testing from the IEEE standard glossary, which 
is similar to the definition of Shabi et al. (2017) and those 
used in the case study companies discussed in Sect. 4. In 
particular:
Testing: “an activity in which a system or component 
is executed under specified conditions, the results are 
observed or recorded, and an evaluation is made of 
some aspect of the system or component”  (IEEE 1990)
As well as V&V, testing also has other roles in a develop-
ment process:
• Testing may be undertaken for learning with respect to 
the design, e.g., to understand or refine new technology, 
or to explore the design space. Similarly, user testing can 
be integrated into the design process to gain stakeholder 
feedback on an emerging design, which can be helpful 
in situations where needs are difficult to express and/or 
formalise as technical requirements.
• Testing may generate information and knowledge about 
the test apparatus and testing method, thereby contribut-
ing to insights about how future tests can be most use-
fully conducted.
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• Testing may reveal information about models or assump-
tions used in the design process, thereby helping to 
improve them.
Testing can be relatively straightforward for simple designs, 
or can involve complex processes in its own right. For exam-
ple, in aircraft programs, large-scale bespoke test rigs must 
be designed, built and commissioned considering the spe-
cifics of each design. Testing is also required in production 
processes as an integral part of quality assurance, although 
discussion of this is beyond the scope of the present article.
Another activity closely related to testing is prototyp-
ing (Menold et al. 2018). A prototype, defined as a “pre-
production representation of some aspect of a concept or 
final design” (Camburn et al. 2017), is required for many 
testing situations although prototyping can also have other 
purposes, such as to support design communication. For 
more information on research into design prototyping and its 
relationship to testing, the reader is referred to the literature 
Table 1  Definitions of verification, validation and testing
Source Definition(s)
IEEE standard glossary (IEEE 1990) Testing: An activity in which a system or component is executed under specified 
conditions, the results are observed or recorded, and an evaluation is made of 
some aspect of the system or component
Verification: The process of evaluating a system or component to determine 
whether the products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions 
imposed at the start of that phase
Validation: The process of evaluating a system or component during or at the end 
of the development process to determine whether it satisfies specified require-
ments
ISO 9000 Quality management system (Hoyle 2009) Testing: (Definition not found)
Verification: a process to ensure through the provision of objective evidence that 
specified requirements has been fulfilled
Validation: a process to confirm that resulting product is capable of fulfilling the 
requirements for the specified application or intended use where known
Telecommunication community (Engel 2010) Testing: (1) Physical measurements taken to verify conclusions obtained from 
mathematical modelling and analysis. (2) Physical measurements taken for 
developing mathematical models
Verification: (1) Comparing an activity, a process, or a product with the corre-
sponding requirements or specifications. (2) the process of comparing two levels 
of an information system specification for proper correspondence (e.g., security 
policy model with top-level specification, top-level specification with source 
code or source code with object code)
Validation: (1) Test to determine whether an implemented system fulfils its 
requirements. (2) The checking of data for correctness or for compliance with 
applicable standards, rules and conventions
Modelling and simulation community Balci (1998) Testing: ascertaining whether inaccuracies or errors exist in a model. The model 
is subjected to test data or test cases to determine if it functions properly. “Test 
failed” implies a problem with the model, not the test. A test is devised and 
testing is conducted to perform validation, verification or both. Some tests are 
intended to judge the accuracy of model transformation from one form into 
another (verification)
Verification: Substantiating that the model is transformed from one form into 
another, as intended, with sufficient accuracy. Model verification deals with 
building the model right
Validation: Model validation is substantiating that the model, within its domain of 
applicability, behaves with satisfactory accuracy consistent with the modelling 
and simulation objectives. Model validation deals with building the right model
Systems Engineering/Engineering design (Shabi et al. 2017) Testing: “Operating or activating a realized product or system under specified 
conditions and observing or recording the exhibited behaviour”
Verification: “Evaluat[ing] a realized product and prov[ing] its compliance with 
engineering requirements”
Validation: “Evaluating a product against specified (or unspecified) customer 
requirements to determine whether the product satisfies its stakeholders”
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reviews by Zorriassatine et al. (2003) and Camburn et al. 
(2017).
2.2  Factors that influence how testing is done
Testing is not done in the same way for every development 
project. This section draws on the literature to discuss some 
factors that influence how testing occurs.
2.2.1  Design complexity
An increase in design complexity can be expected to lead to 
an increase in testing complexity. In particular, each addi-
tional component or subsystem in a design requires addi-
tional testing and validation (Novak and Eppinger 2001). 
Similarly, more complex interfaces mean that more prob-
lems can be expected during the integration process and the 
more important the role of testing may be to uncover and 
eliminate them (Pineda and Kilicay-Ergin 2010).
Another issue relating to complexity in testing is the num-
ber of combinations of test parameters required to uncover 
all flaws. Often a system will be subject to multiple factors 
when in use, and in a design with significant internal com-
plexity the flaws are unlikely to be revealed by varying these 
conditions one-at-a-time. For example, in a study of a NASA 
database application, only 67% of flaws were revealed by 
one-factor-at-a-time testing; 93% by testing all possible pair-
wise combinations of factors deviating from nominal values; 
and 98% by all three-way combinations (Kuhn et al. 2008). 
This example is from the software domain. However, the 
same issues can be expected in testing of hardware products 
involving significant software components. Where the num-
ber of permutations combined with individual test costs are 
too large to permit exhaustive testing, as in most real situ-
ations, it may be especially important to consider how the 
testing strategy can be optimised (Thomke and Bell 2001).
Testing can focus on parts of a system (called unit test-
ing in the context of software engineering) on particular 
combinations of parts (called integration testing) or on the 
whole-system behaviour. In physical testing of complex 
hardware products, whole-system tests in particular can be 
costly and time consuming. In some cases, running tests on 
a whole system before deployment may not be possible at 
all. Luna et al. (2013) argue that testing and related activities 
are especially challenging in a Systems of Systems context 
and this requires a different approach to testing in traditional 
systems engineering, because many constituent systems 
are involved, subsystems evolve over time with significant 
managerial independence such that emergent behaviours 
can be expected, and the operating environment is expected 
to involve significant future unknowns. In such contexts, 
exhaustive testing is not possible and test complexity needs 
to be managed by identifying and focusing attention on criti-
cal subsystems and interactions (Luna et al. 2013).
2.2.2  Product architecture
Ulrich (1995) defines product architecture as (1) the arrange-
ment of functional elements comprising the product; (2) the 
mapping from functional elements to physical components; 
and (3) the specification of the interfaces among interacting 
physical components. A number of authors have argued that 
product architecture affects how a design should be tested 
(e.g., Baldwin and Clark 2000; Loch et al. 2001; Thomke 
and Bell 2001; Sosa et al. 2003; Lévárdy et al. 2004). For 
example, Loch et al. (2001) argue that modular architecture 
can help to reduce the overall cost of testing. Contributing 
factors are that interfaces are generally clearer and interac-
tions between subsystems are generally simpler in a modular 
design. The testing strategy and test plan can also designed 
to exploit the modularity of a product architecture (Baldwin 
and Clark 2000). Care is required when focusing testing on 
modules as this suggests, because reducing system-level test-
ing arguably presents an increased risk of finding faults later 
in use (Jones 2010).
Another architectural issue impacting testing is common-
ality of modules within a product or across a product family. 
For example, Pineda and Kilicay-Ergin (2010) argue that 
increased commonality reduces the number of unique parts 
and interfaces, and thus may reduce the number of required 
tests. On the other hand, commonality also increases the 
number of conditions each part must operate under, which 
may increase the need for testing.
2.2.3  Degree of novelty
The testing to be performed also depends on the degree to 
which a design is innovative or incremental. Projects includ-
ing significant innovative elements often require tests to 
experiment, learn about and refine new technologies (Song 
and Montoya-Weiss 1998). In principle, this should occur 
towards the beginning of a development project. Informa-
tion developed from such tests might substantially impact 
the evolution of the design process. This is also the case for 
user-centered approaches, in which user tests of an emerging 
design are expected to guide future iterations. On the other 
hand, when a product is developed incrementally from a 
previous version, less technology development is typically 
needed within the project, tests are more likely to focus on 
verification rather than learning, and as such testing may be 
anticipated to generate less disruption to the planned work. 
In addition, parts or subsystems that are carried across from 
a previous design and not modified can be easily verified 
without testing them again on the unit level. Shabi et al. 
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(2017) describe this as “verification by comparison” of the 
reused subsystem to a previously verified identical design.
In the context of incrementally designed complex prod-
ucts, insights and established processes from previous pro-
jects typically inform the testing plan and test activities. 
Thus, incremental development and familiarity with the 
technology may be helpful to improve the quality of Verifi-
cation, Validation and Testing (VVT) (Pineda and Kilicay-
Ergin 2010).
2.2.4  Timing of testing
Shabi and Reich (2012) argue that VVT should take place 
“on a continuous basis starting as early as possible in the 
product lifecycle” and should “involve different methods 
as the needs of those tasks change along the development 
lifecycle”. Lu et al. (2000) write that two types of test that 
occur at different times can be distinguished: analysis tests 
are done early in the development process to resolve risks, 
while validation tests, done later, aim to confirm existing 
predictions that the product will perform as intended.
Some authors have undertaken studies that support the 
importance of appropriately positioning different tests in the 
Product Development (PD) project timeline. For example, 
Thomke (1998) reports an empirical study of integrating 
testing into the development process, based on a case study 
and survey of integrated circuit development. He focuses on 
the point in a project when a company moves from simulated 
tests to begin physical testing. He argues that when physical 
testing is very time consuming and costly, designers try to 
work out as many problems as possible using simulation 
prior to creating a physical prototype. On the other hand, 
when physical testing is less costly, designers use it earlier 
in the design process. (We note that the capabilities of simu-
lation tools have increased significantly in the years since 
this study). A related issue is that high-fidelity tests may 
often not be possible early in the design process, because the 
required design information is not yet available (Thomke and 
Bell 2001). In system-level testing of complex products, the 
need for mature design information and high cost of testing 
means that significant tests are typically planned very late 
in the process, to verify a prototype behaves as the designers 
predict (Reinertsen 1997). This can cause significant prob-
lems for the project if major design flaws are discovered at 
the test.
Proponents of set-based concurrent engineering (SBCE) 
argue that physical or virtual testing should take place 
as early as possible in the process to learn about the 
design space and take informed decisions, to avoid the 
costly rework that occurs if testing reveals flaws late in 
the design process. This strategy has been called test-then-
design (Kennedy 2008) and focuses not on verifying and 
validating, but on using tests to systematically uncover the 
tradeoffs and limitations inherent in the chosen technology 
before making design decisions. In this context, the cost of 
testing can be reduced if the tests are carefully designed to 
allow rapid exploration of the design space, for example, 
with reconfigurable apparatus (Ward et al. 1995).
2.2.5  Susceptibility to design change
As mentioned above, many engineering projects (and our 
case studies reported in Sect. 4) constitute incremental 
modifications of an existing product. In such cases not 
everything needs to be tested. With the necessary changes 
known from the outset, appropriate test activities can in 
principle be identified and built into the testing plans. 
However, changes also arise unexpectedly during a pro-
ject, from (a) modified requirements or (b) faults, which 
themselves may be revealed by testing (Eckert et al. 2004).
In terms of requirements, noting that V&V test plans 
are designed to verify that a design meets specific techni-
cal requirements, frequently changing requirements may 
have significant impact on the test plan. Pineda and Kil-
icay-Ergin (2010) accordingly argue that VVT quality is 
also negatively impacted by unclear, ambiguous or volatile 
requirements. In terms of faults identified through tests, 
the flaw must be corrected which requires a design change. 
Regardless of how a change is triggered, because every 
part of a design is connected at least to one other part, 
a change in one part can propagate and require changes 
in others, so that the parts can continue to work together 
(Clarkson et al. 2004). Change propagation may need to 
be considered when creating or revising a testing plan, to 
ensure that all potentially impacted parts and interactions 
are appropriately tested (Shankar et al. 2016).
3  Testing in design and development 
process models
Section 2 reveals a consensus in the literature that test-
ing is intertwined with design activities in complex ways. 
Testing is used for different purposes, and several factors 
impact on how testing unfolds during a development pro-
cess. This section moves on to consider how testing is 
treated in some well-established design and development 
process models. Although a number of mathematical and 
simulation models do consider some aspects of testing dis-
cussed in Sect. 2, we find that the complexities of testing 
revealed in the previous section are not emphasised in the 
main procedural models of the design and development 
process. This establishes the gap towards which the pre-
sent article contributes.
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3.1  Mathematical and simulation models of testing
A number of mathematical and simulation models consider 
the role of testing in design and development. In the fol-
lowing, these models are discussed and key insights are 
extracted. The discussion is organised according to the 
overall purpose of the models, following the approach of 
Wynn and Clarkson (2018). In particular Sect. 3.1.1 dis-
cusses models that develop research insight into testing 
through study of representative situations, but are arguably 
not intended to support practitioners wishing to model and 
analyse the detail of their processes. Section 3.1.2 moves on 
to discuss publications that work towards providing support 
for decision making about testing, based on modelling and 
analysis of a specific company situation.
3.1.1  Models of testing focused on research insight
Some early work offers research insight relevant for testing 
through discussion of related issues such as design review. 
Ha and Porteus (1995), for example, develop a model to 
study the optimal timing of design reviews in a concur-
rent process. They consider that the advantages of frequent 
reviews are to enable concurrency by allowing design 
information to be released, while uncovering design flaws 
so they do not incur downstream wasted effort. At the same 
time, frequent reviews increase the costs related to set-
ting up and executing them. Ha and Porteus (1995) show 
that the optimal timing of reviews depends on whether 
the concurrency or quality issues dominate. Their model 
is extended by Ahmadi and Wang (1999) to also consider 
how resource is allocated to different design stages. In 
this case, the model is used to consider how the reviews 
should be scheduled with a view to minimise the risk of 
missing targets. The insights for design reviews are also 
applicable to tests, considering the level of resolution of 
these models. Also generating a model that is set in the 
context of testing, but without extensive discussion of 
the specific detail of tests, Yassine et al. (2003) model 
product development as a generation–test cycle, focusing 
on the situation in which a number of subsystem design 
teams continuously provide information to a system-level 
team who are responsible for integration and test of the 
whole system. They consider that the system-level team 
provides feedback to the subsystem teams about how well 
their designs work together, but only intermittently, due 
to the time required to complete the tests as well as other 
factors. Through simulation they conclude that increased 
delays between the design generation and release of test 
results, or decrease in the quality of the test results, not 
only causes more rework for subsystem teams but can also 
drive churn in the overall process (a situation in which 
problems are generated as fast or faster than they can be 
resolved). Although set in the context of testing, the model 
focuses on the interaction between generate and test and 
does not extensively discuss the testing activity itself.
Loch et  al. (2001) focus more explicitly on testing, 
considering when testing of design alternatives should be 
done in parallel (as per SBCE) allowing quick convergence 
to a solution, or sequentially, which allows for learning 
from each test to inform the next in a process of iterative 
improvement. Their model shows that parallel testing is 
most useful if the cost of tests is low or the time required 
to complete each test is significant, and if the tests are 
effective in revealing information about the designs. Erat 
and Kavadias (2008) build on this work to show that the 
similarities of design alternatives being tested impacts 
the optimal test schedule. Further considering the varying 
effectiveness of tests, Thomke and Bell (2001) develop an 
algebraic model to optimise the timing and fidelity of tests 
in product development, considering that the main role 
of testing is to create information about design flaws that 
impact technical requirements or customer needs. They 
focus on the balance between the cost of adding more tests 
early in the development process, and the benefit of rework 
that could be avoided. High-fidelity tests are more expen-
sive and time consuming to run, but also may reveal more 
information. Among other points, these authors conclude 
that the overall benefits of frequent testing are increased if 
the scope of tests can be overlapped such that consecutive 
tests support one another.
Finally, Qian et al. (2010) develop a model for optimising 
the amount of testing in each of two overlapped stages in 
product development. They consider that each stage com-
prises a development period followed by a testing period in 
which design flaws are identified and corrected. It is assumed 
that as soon as the development part of the upstream phase 
is complete, the design information can be released to the 
downstream stage. Then, the downstream work can begin 
concurrently with the upstream testing. However, Qian et al. 
(2010) point out that it may be appropriate to wait until some 
testing is complete, because this allows some flaws to be 
found before they are built into the downstream work, thus 
reducing rework. A mathematical model is formulated to 
determine the optimal amount of testing in upstream and 
downstream phases as well as the amount of overlapping, 
considering the costs of testing, the costs of correcting 
errors, and the rate at which testing can reveal design flaws. 
The rate of finding flaws is considered to decrease exponen-
tially as tests continue.
Overall, the mathematical and simulation models dis-
cussed above emphasise the importance of (1) timing; (2) 
fidelity; (3) amount of testing in the process, and how this 
depends on various situation-specific factors. However, the 
models are arguably focused on generating research insight 
and do not provide support or guidance for specific situations.
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3.1.2  Models of testing focused on support 
for practitioners
Models in this section aim to provide decision support 
about testing by allowing practitioners to model and ana-
lyse their specific situation.
Shabi and Reich (2012) consider testing in the context 
of system verification activities. They develop a model 
in which a number of VVT activities are required for a 
design, derived from the requirements. Each of these 
activities can be performed by one or more VVT methods, 
selected from the following: verification by comparison to 
a similar design; verification by analysis/simulation (i.e., 
testing in a computational environment); verification by 
physical test (i.e., testing in laboratory setting); verifi-
cation by demonstration (i.e., testing in a situation that 
mimics the context of use); and verification by directly 
examining the properties, such as weight. Shabi and Reich 
(2012) formulate an optimisation model to assist in choos-
ing the best combination and number of VVT methods that 
should be used, considering the constraints of maximum 
acceptable cost and risk. Overall, the article demonstrates 
the importance of selecting the appropriate test methods 
for the particular context and shows how this can be for-
mulated as a decision problem, but does not explicitly con-
sider the timing of the VVT activities or methods. Shabi 
et al. (2017) extend the approach with a more comprehen-
sive knowledge elicitation procedure, and apply it to a case 
study in the aerospace industry with promising feedback. 
Engel and Barad (2003) also formulate VVT planning as 
a decision problem, placing greater emphasis on eliciting 
the risks that VVT is intended to avoid, and arguing that 
the ideal VVT strategy is strongly dependent on the project 
context (for example, the number of units produced).
Shankar et al. (2016) develop a test planning method 
focusing on the need to systematically generate and pri-
oritize test activities following design change in a product 
that can be assembled in different configurations. The key 
issue is that potential failure modes differ according to the 
configuration at hand. The method starts with identification 
of requirements against which the changed design is to be 
verified, and mapping of these requirements against ele-
ments of the design. To identify test activities required to 
verify the design following change, the element at which the 
change initiates and others that might be involved in change 
propagation are identified. All possible assembly configura-
tions for these elements are listed, considering the possible 
variants of each element and the possible suppliers of each 
variant. From there, requirements impacted by the change 
are identified and hence the recommended test activities. 
The tests are then sequenced in order of priority using an 
FMEA-style prioritisation number called the Verification 
Complexity Index.
Luna et  al. (2013) focus on the Systems of Systems 
context and argue that to test an SoS, attention should be 
focused on the most critical interactions between its con-
stituent systems as well as testing the systems individually. 
They suggest these critical interactions can be identified by 
mapping the information flows among systems in a DSM 
and searching for strongly connected clusters. Furthermore, 
they argue that once critical interactions are known, a test 
suite should be carefully designed using Design of Experi-
ments methodology to efficiently address them.
Engel (2010) discusses a compendium of VVT activities 
and methods, extending the discussion beyond testing in sys-
tem design and development to testing that is implemented 
throughout the lifecycle of systems. He discusses VVT 
Methodology Guidelines—a collection of 41 VVT activi-
ties and 31 methods, as well as a VVT Process Model. The 
process model, described in detail by Hoppe et al. (2003), 
provides a method for selecting the VVT activities to be 
optimally undertaken at each process stage (referred to as 
the VVT strategy). In the method, the costs of VVT activi-
ties at each stage are balanced against risk impact avoided, 
by choosing the best option from a Monte Carlo simulation 
of alternatives.
Lévárdy and Browning (2005) build on this work to 
develop a discrete-event simulation model called the Adap-
tive Test Process (ATP), which is further developed in 
Lévárdy and Browning (2009). These authors focus on the 
role of V&V activities in reducing technical uncertainty 
about the performance parameters of a design. Noting that 
tests may be performed at different points in a project, and 
use different modes depending on the information available 
at the time, they develop a model to optimise the placement 
of test and design activities within a project. The crux of the 
model is that each activity should be selected dynamically 
when the state of the project allows it, with consideration to 
maximising the value added by the next step.
More recently, Tahera et  al. (2017) focuses on the 
overlapping of testing with downstream design activities. 
Expanding the well-known model of Krishnan et al. (1997), 
they develop a simulation using the Applied Signposting 
Model (Wynn et al. 2006) to investigate the optimal way to 
organise the overlapping. They conclude that virtual testing 
should be carried out concurrently with physical testing, so 
that preliminary results from the latter can be used to cali-
brate the former, thereby allowing more accurate prelimi-
nary results to be released to downstream design.
3.2  Testing in procedural models of design 
and development processes
Other models have been developed to offer guidance on how 
the design and development process should be carried out, 
i.e., to describe standards and supposed best practices (Wynn 
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and Clarkson 2018). Such models are commonly used in 
industry and education and hence have significant influence 
on how processes are perceived and managed. In this sec-
tion, some key models of this type are considered from the 
point of view of how they account for testing.
3.2.1  Testing in structured sequential models
Some of the most well-known process models present testing 
primarily as a verification activity. In other words, all tests 
would be successful in the ideal project and rework follow-
ing test failure would be avoided. The models suggest that 
careful planning, control and documentation of a project’s 
progression can help to ensure this.
For example, in textbooks commonly used in undergradu-
ate education, such as Pahl et al. (2007), stage-based models 
of the engineering design process convey the recommenda-
tion that designers should finalise certain decisions in each 
stage and aim (as far as possible) to freeze the informa-
tion on which subsequent stages will build. For example, 
if concept design is properly completed, detail design can 
commence and the designer can be assured, at least in prin-
ciple, that the chosen concept will not need further atten-
tion. In many such models—including Pahl et al. (2007), 
Pugh (1991), and French (1999)—testing does not appear 
explicitly in the main process model diagram and hence is 
arguably not conveyed as an integral part of the process, 
although it is typically mentioned in the text accompanying 
each model.
Second, zooming out from the engineering design process 
to include all of product introduction, the stage-gate model 
depicts a new product process as a series of stages separated 
by formal gate reviews (Cooper 1990). The model, shown in 
Fig. 1, aims to support control of product development by 
ensuring that a project does not progress from one stage to 
the next until it has demonstrated viability. Thus, unjustified 
investment in immature and risky projects can in principle 
be avoided. Stage-gate models conventionally depict testing 
at the end of the process, just before sign-off. Testing may 
also be required to satisfy the gate review criteria, although 
this is not explicitly depicted. The general form and princi-
ples of the stage-gate model have been adopted and adapted 
by many companies (Unger and Eppinger 2011). The model 
is focused on project control and is not intended to provide 
detailed insight into how testing should be performed.
Third, the Vee model (Forsberg et al. 2005) is widely 
known in systems engineering practice. The model, repro-
duced in Fig. 2, emphasises the structured decomposition 
of a system, development of the subsystems, and testing in 
the context of V&V. The different levels of development 
and testing complement one another across the Vee. There-
fore, for example, subsystems are developed individually and 
tested against their individual requirements, then integrated, 
and the integrated system is tested to verify it against tech-
nical requirements, and finally validated against customer 
need. This model graphically suggests test planning is done 
concurrently with development activities, while testing itself 
takes place after the respective development activity at each 
level.
Overall, it can be noted that structured sequential models 
graphically present testing after the respective development 
activities. A detailed representation of testing, its timing and 
contingencies is outside the intended scope of these models.
3.2.2  Testing in iterative models
While the structured sequential models aim to control pro-
jects and treat iteration as undesirable, other models are 
explicitly based on exploiting iteration (Wynn and Clarkson 
2018). These are sometimes known as iterative incremen-
tal development (IID) models. In contrast to the structured 
sequential models discussed above, they more explicitly 
integrate testing and more explicitly indicate its role in the 
process.
Fig. 1  Stage-gate model of the new product process depicts testing towards the end of the process, after development is complete. Reproduced 
from Cooper (1990) with permission of Elsevier
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For example, the Spiral model (Boehm 1988) recom-
mends a repeated sequence of steps, essentially setting 
objectives for the iteration, development, followed by inte-
gration and testing. The number of loops and specific steps 
can vary from one implementation to another. This model 
positions integration and testing at the end of each iteration 
around the spiral. The intention of this spiral model is to 
manage integration and minimise risks, especially relating 
to the market, by the repeated creation and test of progres-
sively more mature prototypes (Unger and Eppinger 2011). 
With each loop, the work in progress is evaluated and sug-
gestions are made for its improvement (Boehm 1988). This 
model has proven effective in software development but for 
complex engineering products, several iterations of building 
prototypes might raise the development cost significantly.
Also incorporating an inherently iterative structure, Agile 
development process models have been advocated since 
the 1990s to create more flexibility in product develop-
ment, with a view to handling changing customer demands 
(Thomke and Reinertsen 1998). Similar to spiral in its 
iterative structure, key features of agile models include 
very rapid iterations and ensuring that customers/users are 
involved throughout the development process, such that the 
product can be tried out as it is progressively developed 
and the developers can make rapid adjustments based on 
feedback. Although originating in software, some authors 
have proposed that essential features of agile models can be 
useful in product development as well (Suss and Thomson 
2012). Cooper (2014) proposes to combine agile principles 
with stage-gate processes, where each stage comprises an 
iterative process of building a prototype, testing the product 
with customers, and revising requirements if necessary. In 
the model, the emphasis of the test varies between gates. 
Cooper (2014) argues this model is most appropriate for fast 
moving highly innovative products, whereas classical stage-
gate processes are most well suited to mature and complex 
products.
3.3  Summary and critique
Researchers have explored various issues relating to testing 
in engineering design and development, as summarised in 
Table 2. Section 3.1 discussed a number of mathematical 
and simulation models that have considered these issues. 
The main conclusion with respect to this paper is that fea-
tures of the design context are recognised to be important in 
determining the ideal testing strategy. Additional research 
opportunities relating to analytical models of testing will 
be discussed in Sect. 6, drawing on case study observations.
Fig. 2  Vee model of the systems engineering process. Figure reproduced from Forsberg et  al. (2005) with permission of Wiley. Copyright 
©2005 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc
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The most well-known macro-level process models of 
product development, namely the stage-gate, Vee, Spiral 
and Agile models, do not graphically emphasise the role 
of testing—and this is not their intention. In particular the 
following issues discussed in the literature are important to 
understand testing and its role, but are not all emphasised in 
any of these models:
• Testing happens throughout a development process, not 
just after the respective design activities.
• Different types of tests are used at different points for 
different purposes.
• Test results may lead to redesign or design changes.
• Testing strategy changes according to the design context.
Overall, there is a lack of research literature that compre-
hensively describes the process of testing during product 
development and considers how the different aspects appear 
in an industrial context, and there is no graphical model that 
depicts the key issues in a simplified manner, that could be 
used to communicate them in practice and in education. The 
next sections contribute towards addressing these gaps.
4  Observations on testing in industry 
practice
The literature review revealed that descriptive empirical 
study of testing practice in engineering companies has not 
been a significant focus of prior research, with a few excep-
tions. One such exception is Thomke (1998)—but this study 
was published two decades ago when virtual testing was sig-
nificantly more limited and is set in the domain of micropro-
cessor development, not mechanical engineering design as 
here. Another exception is Huizinga et al. (2002), who focus 
fairly narrowly on virtual fatigue testing in one automotive 
company. A third exception is Engel and Barad (2003) who 
provide a quantitative study of VVT in an avionics upgrade 
project. Their study focuses on eliciting the cost of quality 
and quantitatively assessing a pilot implementation of the 
SysTest approach discussed earlier.
Complementing this prior empirical work and seeking 
additional qualitative insights, case studies were undertaken 
in three companies. The objectives were to qualitatively 
investigate testing processes in engineering practice, to 
identify key issues that manufacturing companies are fac-
ing regarding testing and to consider whether these issues 
are adequately captured in existing models of the design 
and testing process. Observations from the first two of the 
three case studies were previously published in two short 
conference papers (Tahera et al. 2012, 2015); this section 
summarises those findings and additionally contributes new 
results from a third case study, prior to drawing on all three 
cases to synthesise common insights.
4.1  Case study method
Three case studies were undertaken. The first was in a diesel 
engine design and manufacturing company. Two additional 
studies in a forklift truck manufacturer and a manufacturer 
of turbocharging systems for automobile industries were car-
ried out to corroborate the findings. These companies were 
recruited to the study opportunistically, building on prior 
contacts of the researchers.
The case studies each involved a series of interviews 
ranging from 40 to 180 min in duration (Table 4).
Interviewing was led by the first author; the third and 
fourth authors also attended some interviews in the diesel 
engine company and one of the interviews in the forklift 
truck manufacturer. Each interview involved between 1 
and 3 interviewees, most of whom participated in several 
of the sessions. The participants, whose roles are indicated 
in Table 3, were selected based on suggestions of the study 
sponsors in each company and considering our objective 
to investigate the testing processes in those companies. All 
interviews from the first two companies were recorded and 
Table 2  Summary of issues in the literature related to testing, with selected references for further reading
Issue Selected publications (e.g.)
Relationship to quality and V&V Shabi et al. (2017); Hoppe et al. (2007); Pineda and Kilicay-Ergin (2010); Engel and 
Shachar (2006); Shabi and Reich (2012); Engel (2010); Engel and Barad (2003)
Relationship to prototyping Zorriassatine et al. (2003); Camburn et al. (2017)
Relationship to design complexity Novak and Eppinger (2001); Thomke and Bell (2001); Kuhn et al. (2008); Pineda and 
Kilicay-Ergin (2010); Luna et al. (2013)
Relationship to modularity Loch et al. (2001); Baldwin and Clark (2000); Pineda and Kilicay-Ergin (2010)
Relationship to design novelty Song and Montoya-Weiss (1998)
Relationship to change propagation Shankar et al. (2016)
Optimising strategy/timing/integration of testing in the 
engineering design and development process
Ha and Porteus (1995); Thomke (1998); Ahmadi and Wang (1999); Thomke and Bell 
(2001); Hoppe et al. (2003); Barad and Engel (2006); Engel and Shachar (2006); 
Qian et al. (2010); Shabi and Reich (2012); Tahera et al. (2017)
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written notes were taken, while interviews in the third com-
pany were not recorded due to confidentiality concerns.
• In the diesel engine design and manufacturing company, 
eighteen semi-structured individual and group interviews 
were carried out at the company premises from Febru-
ary 2011 to February 2014. Eight engineers including 
a senior engineer, a development engineer, a business 
manager, a verification and validation manager and a 
validation team leader were interviewed. The researcher’s 
understanding of the company context was informed by a 
previous series of interviews in the same company, focus-
ing on system architecture (Wyatt et al. 2009).
• In the forklift truck design and manufacturing company, 
two semi-structured interviews were carried out at the 
company premises with (a) the test and validation leader 
and (b) a mathematical modelling and simulation engi-
neer. This study was carried out between 2013 and 2014. 
In addition, several informal discussions took place at the 
Open University with the mathematical modelling and 
simulation engineer. These were not recorded and are not 
shown in Table 4.
• In the company that designs and manufactures turbo-
charging systems, four semi-structured interviews involv-
ing a senior project engineer, design manager and CAE 
and validation manager were undertaken in 2015. Some 
of these interviews took place at the company premises, 
while others took place at Huddersfield University.
The interview format was semi-structured. Instead of asking 
a specific set of questions, the areas of interest and enquiry 
were set down beforehand and used by the interviewer to 
guide each interview. In particular, interviews in each com-
pany began by asking the participants to discuss the rela-
tionship between virtual and physical testing and proceeded 
to investigate areas of interest that were raised. After each 
interview, the data were analysed and topics for the next 
interview were identified.
Documents were also provided by the companies. Based 
on these documents and the information elicited during 
interviews, the product development process of each com-
pany was modelled to pinpoint where testing occurs in the 
product development processes and to provide a concrete 
basis for discussions about the role of testing. The process 
models were refined and developed throughout each inter-
view series, by presenting them to the participants and ask-
ing for feedback and clarification.
4.2  Testing and design in the case study companies
This subsection describes the testing and design processes 
in the three case study companies, prior to synthesising 
insights common to all three cases.
Table 3  Interview participants in the diesel engine manufacturer 
(DE) forklift truck manufacturer (FL) and turbocharger manufacturer 
(TC)
Code Role
DE1 End-to-End Process Architect
DE2 Verification and Validation Manager
DE3 Validation Team Leader—Tier4 Interim/Final
DE4 Development Engineer
DE5 QFD and FMEA Manager
DE6 Master FMEA Owner and Test Planning
DE7 Business Transformation Manager
DE8 Core Engine Mechanical System Team Leader
FL9 Test and Validation Leader
FL10 Mathematical Modelling and Simulation Engineer
TC11 Design Manager
TC12 Senior Project Engineer
TC13 Lead Engineer—Product Development
Table 4  Summary of individual and group interviews
Date and duration of interview #19 cannot be provided due to loss of 
data
# Date Duration (min) Participant(s)
1 28 Feb 2011 127 DE1
2 19 May 2011 159 DE2, DE3
3 13 Jul 2011 76 DE2, DE3, DE4
4 13 Jul 2011 65 DE3, DE4
5 23 Aug 2011 135 DE2, DE3, DE5
6 15 Dec 2011 39 DE1, DE2, DE3
7 15 Dec 2011 148 DE1
8 03 Feb 2012 105 DE2, DE3
9 03 Feb 2012 40 DE3
10 27 Mar 2012 82 DE2, DE3
11 27 Mar 2012 75 DE1
12 04 May 2012 142 DE3, DE6
13 17 Sep 2012 119 DE1, DE7
14 16 Jan 2013 52 DE1
15 18 Mar 2013 117 DE1
16 09 Oct 2013 160 DE3, DE8
17 18 Oct 2013 151 DE1
18 21 Feb 2014 86 DE1
19 - - FL9
20 02 Jul 2013 75 FL9, FL10
21 09 Sep 2015 40 TC11
22 15 Oct 2015 90 TC11, TC12
23 09 Nov 2015 180 TC11, TC12, TC13
24 18 Nov 2015 120 TC11, TC12
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4.2.1  Testing and design in the diesel engine 
manufacturing company
The first company offers a range of diesel and gas engines 
and power packages from 8.2 to 1886 kW and has the capac-
ity to produce up to 800,000 units per year. These engines 
are used in many off-road applications such as agriculture, 
construction, material handling, marine, general industrial 
and electric power. The largest portion of sales is into the 
European market although sales in the Asian market are 
rapidly increasing. A key challenge for the company is to 
comply with new tiers of environmental legislation across 
all their markets. Over the years, this has led to considerable 
technological changes accompanied by a significant decrease 
in product development time. A typical product development 
project in this company lasts about 18–24 months.
The interviewees described their products as “incremen-
tally improved” designs. They referred to the fact that the 
functional capability of the diesel engine does not improve 
dramatically with each new version, but frequent incremen-
tal changes in the technology improves the performance and 
lowers the cost of ownership. Accordingly, two important 
factors in a new product development process are “newness” 
of the design and problems identified in existing products. 
First, in terms of newness, the company measures innova-
tion in terms of the degree of change that happens between 
products, or equivalently, how much a product varies from 
previous versions. Newness is increased when new compo-
nents are introduced, or existing components are used in a 
different context, e.g., at a higher combustion temperature 
(Wyatt et al. 2009). For a New Product Introduction (NPI) 
programme, the company sets newness targets in the range 
18–25% and stipulates that the targets must not be exceeded. 
Second, in terms of problems with existing products, engi-
neers start with an existing analysis of the previous genera-
tion of products and a current product issue (CPI) database. 
The CPI database provides information about failure modes 
and effects of current products that need special attention for 
the next generation of products.
Two company processes relevant to this paper are the 
New Technology Introduction (NTI) process and the New 
Product Introduction (NPI) process. First, the NTI process 
takes place as a general research and development exercise 
in their R&D department or in collaboration with universi-
ties before the NPI process starts. Legislation is a major 
influence on technology development—as one interviewee 
commented, “legislation is driving the technology” (DE1). 
New technologies, such as new fuel injection techniques or 
aftertreatment equipment, then need to be integrated with 
the engine system. Second, when an NPI project is used to 
develop a specific product, the company uses a stage-gate 
process. As shown in Fig. 3, this process has seven stages 
from the identification of market needs through to realising 
the product and reviewing its performance in the market (see 
Tahera (2014) for further discussion). Each stage leads to 
a formal gate review as indicated in the figure. Ideally, the 
key testing activities should start only after requirements 
are finalised, and finish before manufacturing processes are 
put in place. However, often these activities spread further 
across the process, as shown in Fig. 3.
In keeping with the focus of the present paper, the fol-
lowing description focuses on the NPI process stages that 
involve significant testing activities. Complementing Fig. 3, 
a more detailed flow diagram of these stages showing inter-
actions between testing and the related activities of design 
and CAE analysis is presented in Fig. 4. As depicted, these 
activities undergo at least three iterations from stage 2 to 
stage 4. There are a large number of tests. Some tests are 
grouped and some are undertaken individually. At each 
stage, Performance and Emission (P&E) tests start first, fol-
lowed by mechanical durability tests and reliability testing. 
Often, durability and reliability tests in particular are time 
consuming and expensive to run. For example, the company 
needs to run a gross thermal cycling test for a core compo-
nent for 2 months continuously, which is a significant cost 
in fuel alone. The company, therefore, aims to reach a point 
through analysing information gathered from component 
level testing and simulations that this reliability test will be 
successful and no further changes will be required follow-
ing or during the test. Diesel engines are highly regulated, 
such that the company cannot sell into particular markets 
unless the engines meet the applicable regulatory require-
ments. Therefore, performance testing concerning regulatory 
requirements also plays a prominent role in this company.
The testing happens at different levels. Component level 
testing happens primarily at suppliers of components, 
although the case study company also carries out testing 
to investigate areas of design concern. Engine level testing 
involves standalone engines on a test bed. Machine level 
testing involves engines mounted in a machine or vehicle to 
reproduce expected conditions of use.
Figure 4 indicates how engine level and machine level 
testing are mainly conducted in parallel in the three consecu-
tive stages of System/Concept Demonstration (SD), Design 
Verification (DV) and Product Validation (PV):
• The System/Concept Demonstration (SD) stage is pri-
marily concerned with demonstrating that the technol-
ogy can deliver the required performance. Alternative 
concepts are analysed and evaluated. Combinations 
of old and new parts are built into a new product pro-
totype called an MULE. This is tested to verify the 
performance of new parts. The product specifica-
tions evolve during this phase as design decisions are 
made. As more new parts become available, old parts 
are replaced in the MULE and testing continues. It is 
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assumed that by GW2, the concept will be selected, 
the components will be specified and a complete 
prototype will be built with at least some production 
parts, and will be ready to be tested for Design Verifi-
cation (DV).
• The Design Verification (DV) stage is primarily 
intended to help develop optimal performance and ver-
ify hardware at the optimised performance. The aim is 
to ensure that design outputs meet the given require-
ments under different use conditions. At this stage, 
testing focuses on the single chosen design, involving 
analysis and testing of stress, strength, heat transfer 
and thermodynamics, etc. The design is thereby veri-
fied before committing to expensive production tool-
ing.
• The Product Validation (PV) stage focuses on the 
effect of production variability on performance and 
dealing with any remaining hardware changes. In 
this stage, hardware testing is limited to late design 
changes and emissions conformance testing. Com-
prehensive testing for reliability and durability also 
occurs and the product is validated. The mandatory 
tests required for regulatory compliance usually occur 
during this stage.
4.2.2  Testing and design in the forklift truck manufacturing 
company
The forklift trucks designed and manufactured by the sec-
ond case study company are designed to meet the needs of 
light to medium duty operating environments for markets 
in Eastern Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America and China. 
Compared to diesel engines, a forklift truck is a relatively 
simple product in the sense that there are fewer components 
and the functionality is more straightforward. A typical 
product development project in this company lasts about 18 
months. Regulations related to safe use and operations of the 
forklift trucks are important driving factors for new product 
development.
This company also uses a stage-gate development pro-
cess, in this case comprised of six stages, as depicted in 
Fig. 5. It is called a Review Gate Process within the com-
pany. Figure 5 shows that like the diesel engine manufac-
turer, this company starts physical testing early and contin-
ues it throughout the development stages.
There are at least three major iterations of prototype 
testing in a development project in this company. First, the 
initial concept design is analysed through CAE and simula-
tion and modelling during the Requirements stage (stage 
Fig. 3  Depiction of the diesel engine manufacturer’s Stage-Gate NPI process. Adapted from Tahera (2014). Key: 
GW gateway, QFDQuality Function Deployment, FMEA Failure Modes and Effects Analysis, CAEComputer-Aided Engineering
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2 in Fig. 5). Second, an MULE truck is produced with a 
combination of new and old components and physically 
tested to verify the design. Referred to as Prototype A, this 
occurs during stage 3 and stage 4, and testing mainly focuses 
on performance. Third, Prototype B, which is production-
tooled, is tested in stage 4 and stage 5 as part of product 
validation and certification.
This company extensively uses CAE analyses such as 
structural analysis, hydraulic modelling and simulation dur-
ing the concept development phases before committing to 
building prototypes. These analyses are used particularly to 
explore the design opportunities and for concept selection. 
Later on, during the design verification and product valida-
tion stages, the company largely depends on physical testing.
4.2.3  Testing and design in the turbocharger 
manufacturing company
Finally, the turbocharger manufacturing company designs 
and manufactures exhaust gas turbochargers with output 
power range of 20–1000 kW. It offers products for passen-
ger cars and commercial vehicles as well as for industrial, 
locomotive and marine engines. These products are offered 
worldwide, although the largest proportions of sales are in 
the US, Canada, Europe, and Asia. Each new product takes 
approximately 18 months to develop.
The company has developed a product development 
process called Development and Release of Turbocharg-
ers (DaRT). This was launched in 2005 and at the time of 
the study was being implemented in stages.
DaRT is a stage-gate process similar in many respects 
to the processes of the other two companies. It has five 
stages, respectively: Definition, Concept Proof, Functional 
Proof, Technology Proof and Process Proof (Fig. 6). New 
concepts are developed and validated through physical 
and virtual tests in the first two stages of Definition and 
Concept Proof. The new project is released after the gate-
way review at the end of Concept Proof. Before the tur-
bocharger is finally released for production, it undergoes 
a series of tests in stages 3, 4 and 5. These include tests 
Fig. 4  Flow diagram of testing 
and related activities in the die-
sel engine manufacturer, mod-
elled from the company’s actual 
workflow diagram. Adapted 
from Tahera et al. (2015). Key: 
GW gateway, CAEComputer-
Aided Engineering, SDSystem/
Concept Demonstration, DV
Design Verification, PV Product
Validation
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of individual components, tests on the test bench and tests 
on the vehicle.
In particular, in the Functional Proof stage, first pro-
totypes of turbochargers are designed and built with the 
combination of existing and newly designed parts and 
components, and validated through virtual and physical 
tests. The emphasis of this stage is set on analysing and 
validating the functional performance of the turbocharger 
design. A second set of prototypes are designed and built 
for validating the durability of turbochargers in the Tech-
nology Proof stage. At this stage, both virtual and physical 
testing are required but most validation is done through 
physical testing. Unlike the other companies’ processes, 
the DaRT process includes a formal mid-stage review gate, 
which appears in the Technology Proof stage. This inter-
mediary review ensures that any new technology verifica-
tion and validation is completed, thus allowing mechanical 
testing for durability (endurance) to begin with sufficient 
confidence that the technology will work. Finally, in the 
Process Proof stage, production quality samples of the tur-
bochargers and any new parts and components, if required, 
are built and validated through further physical tests.
4.3  Insights common to the three case studies
The primary case study in the diesel engine manufacturing 
company and the two supporting studies in the forklift truck 
and turbocharger systems manufacturing companies yielded 
some insights into testing that are common across the cases. 
These are summarised in the next subsections.
4.3.1  Positioning of testing in the design process
The case study companies all use customised stage-gate 
processes, although the names and numbers of stages differ. 
All three companies have at least three key stages, respec-
tively corresponding to concept development, system-level 
design and detail design, in which iterative design and test-
ing activities are performed. As discussed in Sect. 4.2, test-
ing is used for different purposes in each of these stages such 
as for learning, demonstration, verification, and validation. 
Although we did not study the three case study companies as 
a supply chain, forklift trucks incorporate diesel engines and 
diesel engines have turbochargers. From the perspective of a 
new product also involving new subsystems, the integrated 
Fig. 5  Testing and design in the forklift truck manufacturer’s PD process. Adapted from Tahera et  al. (2015). Key: 
GW Gateway, CAEComputer-Aided Engineering, DVP&RDesign Verification Plan and Report
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design and testing processes may, therefore, occur concur-
rently at different levels of the supply chain.
The case studies all highlighted that testing is a major 
driver in the engineering product design and development 
process. Testing does not occur after respective product 
development activities are complete, as is indicated in the 
established procedural models reviewed in Sect. 3.2, but is 
used to assure the quality of design during each stage of the 
development process. As an interviewee in the turbocharger 
manufacturing company mentioned:
We don’t simply test quality when everything is fin-
ished. We include it in our planning from the very start 
(TC12).
4.3.2  Managing complexity in testing
Diesel engines are more complex products than forklift 
trucks and turbochargers, containing a greater number of 
parts. Despite this, all three companies perform most testing 
in three key stages. The main difference is that the diesel 
engine company starts physical testing earlier than the other 
two companies.
The products produced by these companies are all used in 
many different applications and need to perform in different 
environmental conditions. This affects how the products are 
designed and especially how they are tested. Multiple itera-
tions of physical testing to cover the whole range of appli-
cability and environmental conditions are excessively costly 
and time consuming. These companies, therefore, carry out 
physical tests for a small number of the extreme use cases, 
which bundle multiple adverse extreme conditions into one 
concrete scenario.
The companies also may choose to carry out early physi-
cal testing for a baseline product and use simulations for 
multiple variations developed for specific use cases. The 
baseline product is the standard product without adjustments 
for specific customer specifications. The results from the 
physical baseline tests are then used to calibrate the simula-
tions. For example, as described by an interviewee in the 
diesel engine company:
The baseline product definition is physically tested and 
that information is fairly adequate for the simulation to 
run for multiple variables for a longer time to find the 
optimum setup. Then a physical test is required to vali-
date the product as well as simulated results (DE1).
Fig. 6  Testing and design in the turbocharger manufacturing company’s PD process. Key: GW Gateway. Solid outlines indicate mandatory
activities. Dashed outlines indicate activities that may or may not be required
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4.3.3  Suppliers and testing
The companies tend to involve suppliers in the process of 
component testing. Suppliers mostly conduct initial com-
ponent testing. The case study companies specify certain 
software and certain processes of verification and validation 
to the supplier who validates their design against these crite-
ria. For the example of an oil pump to be used in a specific 
diesel engine, the case study company defines the working 
and boundary conditions and expects the supplier to perform 
all the durability analysis and reliability assessment based on 
those conditions. The supplier’s product validation testing 
significantly reduces the amount of component level testing 
required in the case study company. Access to the suppliers’ 
testing results and data also brings better understanding of 
the component or module properties and capabilities.
A new component or part needs to be proven to be com-
patible not only with the rest of the product but also with the 
operational and environmental conditions. Any component 
level testing at the parent company happens when engineers 
want to investigate a concern relating to one of these issues. 
For instance, a gross thermal test is performed on a diesel 
engine to examine the thermal fatigue of a cylinder head 
and cylinder head gasket; the focus of this test is the cylin-
der head and cylinder gasket but all the components will be 
subjected to this system-level test. Such tests focus on the 
integration and emerging behaviour of components within 
the system.
4.3.4  Incremental and radical innovation and testing
The case study companies all incrementally improve their 
products. Nevertheless, radically new subsystems (from 
the perspectives of the companies) are frequently added to 
the designs, often due to changes in emissions legislation. 
For example, development of an off-highway diesel engine 
added a completely new after-treatment system for Tier4 
engines. Major subsystems also go through a periodical 
redesign when the existing design fails to meet new require-
ments. In both cases, these companies will follow a standard 
test plan for product development. However, the emphases of 
the testing activities are different for radical and incremental 
subsystems. For a radically new subsystem or component, 
there can be a significant number of learning, experimenta-
tion and demonstration types of tests towards the beginning 
of the development process. For the incrementally developed 
subsystems, most of the tests are focused on verification and 
validation.
The type of product innovation or the degree of prod-
uct changes influence the types of tests used in the compa-
nies, i.e., virtual or physical or a combination of both. As 
explained by one of the interviewees in the diesel engine 
company:
Incremental design changes can be managed with 
standard testing or validated simulations, whereas step 
changes may require a new test plan. For example, if 
the company is designing a cylinder block which is a 
scaled version of a previous product, critically stressed 
areas would be already known. Thus it might be pos-
sible to assess the risk accurately through simulation, 
whereas a new cylinder block will be physically tested 
(DE2).
4.3.5  Design changes and testing
The studies confirmed that emerging design changes can 
lead to retesting and changes in future testing plans. In par-
ticular, a change may nullify some of the already-completed 
tests, may necessitate more testing, and may raise questions 
regarding whether completed testing was adequate or was 
performed in the right way. For example, if a component 
fails to perform according to specification in the concept 
development, engineers will need to improve the design of 
that component, while analysing how those changes might 
affect other components or the performance of the whole 
product. The validation manager will require testing to be 
planned both for that particular component and for affected 
components. Engineers might not necessarily perform the 
same testing activities as in a previous stage but incorporate 
new testing parameters. Retesting might happen in a dif-
ferent mode, for instance, CAE analysis might be enough 
to verify a design change and physical retesting might not 
always be necessary, as suggested in the example of the pre-
vious subsection.
4.3.6  Timing and planning of testing
At each stage, key testing activities are scheduled with a 
view to the gateway timeline. Some activities might have 
flexibility; for example, CAE analysis can sometimes fin-
ish before schedule as the desired outcome may have 
already achieved. On the other hand, most physical testing 
is restricted to planned timeframes. A physical test must 
run for the time stipulated by the test plan, unless a failure 
occurs before that. Even if a failure occurs, the failed com-
ponent may be replaced and the rest of the test will often be 
continued to learn about other components’ behaviours and 
durabilities. Therefore, in the case of a physical test starting 
later than planned there is little chance that this test can be 
shortened. Delay in testing activities in one process stage 
can thereby affect the gateway schedule and the progress of 
subsequent stages.
Because companies often share testing facilities across 
several projects, the planning for the tests and test facilities 
happens very early in the process. If a testbed is occupied 
longer than planned, then the next batch of tests is disturbed. 
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Depending on the priority placed on finishing a particular 
project, the testing of a new component or a product might 
occur urgently, displacing other scheduled tests and poten-
tially impacting other projects’ schedules.
5  Depicting testing in the incremental 
development of complex products
The three cases all exemplify engineering products devel-
oped incrementally, with medium to high levels of design 
complexity. In this section, common aspects of their pro-
cesses are synthesised into a schematic process flow diagram 
intended to frame how testing is integrated into the develop-
ment process for incremental and complex products more 
generally. To complement the process flow diagram and set 
it in context, the section also introduces a macro-level pro-
cess depiction that emphasises both iteration and overlap 
among design and testing activities in product development. 
The section is a substantial evolution and expansion of pre-
liminary findings earlier published in Tahera et al. (2015), 
incorporating new insight gained from the expanded litera-
ture review and additional empirical work.
5.1  A descriptive model of interactions 
between design and test
As discussed previously, the three case study companies 
all use stage-gate processes. Each of the cases presents a 
unique structure of design and testing activities. Neverthe-
less, a common pattern was distinguished. A schematic pro-
cess flow diagram was developed to represent this common 
pattern (Fig. 7). The diagram indicates the three common 
design process stages that were observed, summarised as 
concept development, system-level design and finally detail 
design. Although these stages were common, their specific 
names vary across the cases. For example, the diesel engine 
company spreads these activities from their stage 2 to stage 
4, while the forklift truck and turbocharger manufactur-
ers spread them from stage 3 to stage 5 of their respective 
processes.
Figure 7 indicates how at each stage, the design is devel-
oped further through iterations involving design and analysis 
using CAE simulation (Flow A in Fig. 7). These CAE analy-
ses enable companies to carry out design optimisation earlier 
in the product development cycle than would otherwise be 
the case, and improve the maturity of specifications sent 
to suppliers (Flow B). Advanced types of CAE, which are 
referred to as virtual testing, are performed in parallel to the 
physical tests shown in the bottom part of Fig. 7. These types 
of CAE complement and assist the physical testing (Flow 
C). As design and CAE progress, information is released to 
suppliers allowing procurement of prototypes. This release 
process occurs progressively (Flow D) with a view to ensur-
ing that suppliers of test prototypes are working with design 
information which is up-to-date but do not need to wait until 
the respective design activity is finalised.
Each procured prototype can involve a mix of old and 
new parts depending on the project progress (Flow E) as 
explained previously. The prototypes go through two layers 
of testing at each stage (shown in the bottom part of Fig. 7):
• Performance testing assesses how well the emerging 
product can satisfy requirements including legislative 
Fig. 7  Process flow diagram of the design and testing activities in the generic stages of concept development, system-level design and detail 
design. The meanings of flows labelled A–F are discussed in Sect. 5.1
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requirements. Performance testing focuses on character-
istics such as speed, efficiency, vibration, and noise.
• Mechanical testing is mainly undertaken to ensure the 
reliability and durability of the emerging product. Reli-
ability tests ensure the product’s ability to perform the 
specified function without failing over a period of time. 
Durability is a particular aspect of reliability—durability 
tests assure that “the product will work—given proper 
maintenance, for a given duration”.
As shown in Fig. 7, performance testing starts slightly before 
mechanical testing and runs almost in parallel. Any design 
issues identified through these physical tests are dealt with 
in the next stage of the process (Flow F).
Overall, Fig. 7 indicates that the interactions among 
design and testing activities are complex and iterative, and 
this is a significant driving factor of overlapping between 
development process stages. Other key issues indicated in 
the model are (1) the importance of both CAE (virtual test-
ing) and physical testing in the design process; (2) the long 
duration of many physical tests; (3) the overlapping of test-
ing and design. These issues are discussed in further detail 
below.
5.2  CAE compared to physical testing
It was clear in all three case studies that Computer-Aided 
Engineering (CAE) and associated computational models 
and simulations have growing roles in product development. 
As an interviewee in the diesel engine company commented:
CAE is becoming increasingly important to the com-
panies to minimise the effort and expense involved in 
product development (DE3).
This is particularly evident in the way that CAE simula-
tions are used as virtual testing to complement and in some 
instances to replace lengthy and complex physical tests. For 
example, the modelling and simulation engineer interviewed 
in the forklift truck manufacturer commented:
There might be 20–30 variations of one product. We 
can’t build and test all of those, we may build three or 
four variants. If we can validate CAE or FEA against 
those physical trucks we have built, then we can sign-
off the entire range (FL10).
The lead engineer interviewed in the Turbocharger manu-
facturer stressed that while the virtual tests performed in 
simulations are taken into account, physical tests are still 
vital for validation:
Despite today’s advanced computer technology and 
detailed calculation programs, it is testing which finally 
decides on the quality of the new aerodynamic compo-
nents (TC13).
To summarise, CAE analysis and virtual testing have an 
important role in reducing the number of physical tests as well 
as increasing the scope of the scenarios that can be covered 
(see also Becker et al. 2005). Even so, physical tests remain 
very important in practice. Their long duration, complexity 
and cost present a significant constraint on how design and test 
activities can be integrated in product development processes.
5.3  Lengthy physical tests
Two issues were identified that are related to lengthy physi-
cal testing. First, the long lead time for procurement and/or 
manufacture of test equipment and second, the long duration 
of some physical tests.
In terms of procurement and manufacture, because physical 
testing needs physical objects, time is required for procuring 
the parts and building the equipment. For instance, for the 
gross thermal cycling test mentioned in Sect. 4.2.1, the diesel 
engine company needs 3 months to procure the components 
and 2 weeks to build the prototype engine.
In terms of the duration of tests themselves, reliability tests 
in particular are extremely lengthy, because these tests are 
designed to predict the lifetime behaviour of the products. For 
example, the gross thermal cycling test mentioned above is a 
validation test for determining the thermal fatigue resistance 
of core components by putting an engine on a test bed for 2 
months in a stressed condition. In addition, this test needs to 
run at least three times for three different extreme use cases. 
That means three engines are required to run in these three 
different specifications of this test. These tests can be run in 
parallel if enough test beds and personnel are available. In this 
case a final 2 weeks of post-processing is also needed. In total, 
6 months are required to complete this test, which is significant 
relative to a project duration.
Reliability tests such as the gross thermal cycling test are 
very expensive. Some engineers think they are very valuable 
and they can learn a lot from them. However, others think that 
the durations for these tests could be reduced by increasing the 
extremity of test conditions (a strategy known as accelerated 
stress testing, see, e.g., Lu et al. 2000 for further discussion) 
and that this would deliver similar insights. These companies 
generally perform non-destructive tests and follow the over-
all procedures and guidance of the business, which involves 
lengthy physical tests of customer use cases.
5.4  Overlapping between testing and design
Ideally, testing in one stage should be finished before the 
design of the next stage can start. However, as indicated 
in Fig. 7, design activities may often start before finishing 
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the testing of the previous stage. Companies often have no 
choice but to overlap design tasks with testing, due to the 
lengthy procurement process. Companies might also overlap 
lengthy physical testing activities to accelerate the process 
following delays, or simply to minimise the total duration 
of testing. At the same time, companies may need to begin 
procurement and manufacture of test-related items before 
the corresponding design activities are fully complete. Such 
overlapping in both directions between testing and design 
contributes to many uncertainties in the process and can 
contribute to unplanned delays (Tahera et al. 2017). CAE 
and virtual testing can play an important role to reduce these 
uncertainties, especially though the monitoring of emerging 
test results to assess confidence in using preliminary results 
for subsequent (re)design. However, in the case study com-
panies, the flow of information from testing to design was 
not always very clearly defined, so that potential learning 
from the tests did not always reach the designers when they 
would most benefit from it.
Overall, the case studies suggest a picture of how con-
current design and test are woven together in product 
development. Physical tests are often lengthy, complex and 
expensive and pose severe constraints on this integration. 
However, virtual tests can help to break down these con-
straints, thereby supporting overlapping of design and physi-
cal tests.
5.5  Observations on macro‑level process structure
Some of the most well-established macro-level project 
structures, namely the stage-gate, spiral and agile models 
were summarised in Sect. 3.2. In the case studies, all three 
companies in fact use a hybrid of stage-gate, spiral and 
agile models that incorporates the advantages of all three. 
For these incrementally developed engineering products 
in which quality is critical, the stage-gate system provides 
structured steps and reviews that may help to avoid design 
flaws propagating through a project. Within each stage, 
design–build–test iterations occur to incorporate learning 
and feedback as in the spiral model. The frequencies of itera-
tions among design and test are higher in the earlier stages of 
the process than the later stages, permitting experimentation 
and adaptation to changes before decisions are locked in. 
Elements of the agile model are incorporated by providing 
prototypes to the customers to test in their machines at each 
stage of the process. This helps to perform upfront verifica-
tion and validation with the customer and reduces the need 
to have a specific stage for test and validation at the end of 
the process (as it is often represented in conventional stage-
gate process models, e.g., Fig. 1).
Formal gate reviews in the stage-gate processes are used 
by all the companies for assessment and monitoring. A prod-
uct must pass prescribed criteria through final gate review 
before the project proceeds to the next stage. However, as 
physical tests often cause delays in completing stages, these 
gateway reviews tends to be less restrictive by allowing over-
lapping of activities across gates, and allowing for condi-
tional decisions in addition to go/no-go decisions. The out-
comes of these conditional reviews often require additional 
interim reviews that take place between the formal gates.
5.6  A macro‑level depiction of testing 
in incremental engineering design
As discussed in the previous subsections, Fig. 7 is intended 
to represent the complex interactions between key activi-
ties in the product development process. To complement 
this perspective and depict in a simplified way some of the 
macro-level issues discussed above, a second descriptive 
diagram was developed, as shown in Fig. 8. This diagram is 
an abstraction from Fig. 7 which zooms out and places it in 
context. Inspired by the general form of a diagram by Unger 
and Eppinger (2011), but here refocused on testing, Fig. 8 
emphasises concurrency among the processes of design-
ing, analysing, and testing of prototypes. The black thick 
line represents the progress of the development project that 
was observed to occur iteratively throughout all the process 
stages. The tight spirals in the Concept Development stage 
indicate the more rapid testing iterations that take place at 
this stage.
As indicated, the foci of testing activities differ in each 
of the stages. At the Planning stage, initial design and 
CAE analysis activities are undertaken to assess whether 
the requirements could be met. Any test at this stage is for 
assessing technological capability. The focus of Concept 
Development is on ensuring the practicality of the new con-
cept, and so performance testing concentrates on ensuring 
that initial concepts are viable. The full mechanical durabil-
ity and reliability required for production would not typically 
be achieved at this stage. However, the testing may reveal 
that the initial design may fail to meet customer require-
ments, may have technical design faults, or may have poten-
tial issues regarding manufacturability and maintainability. 
Uncovering such issues informs redesign in the next stage. 
For instance, if testing in Concept Development identifies 
a failure or mismatch with specification, then in the subse-
quent System-Level Design stage, engineers undertake rede-
sign to overcome those issues while concurrently addressing 
the system-level design itself. At the System-Level Design 
and Detail Design stages, performance and mechanical test-
ing focus on ensuring that the designs will meet specifica-
tions under a range of use conditions that are likely to occur 
in practice, and are reliable. Companies may run these tests 
in testbeds and/or by putting their products into the custom-
ers’ machine. The latter may help companies to perform the 
verification and validation tests with their customer earlier.
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6  Discussion
6.1  Importance of testing as a topic for research
Testing is a significant cost factor in product development. 
To illustrate, a senior engineer at the diesel engine com-
pany indicated the high expenditure that is incurred around 
testing:
To develop the Tier4 engines can cost R&D alone an 
excess of over [...] million, I would break it down to 
design and engineering is probably 15%, the material 
is probably around 30%, and actually testing around 
performance is the rest—around 55%. Therefore, most 
of the money in R&D is goes into testing for perfor-
mance and durability (DE1).
Physical tests are expensive in their own right, in terms of 
the resources and time required to carried out the test. The 
cost of needing to repeat tests is also a significant contribu-
tor to the costs of design iteration. Optimising testing and its 
positioning in the design process is, therefore, potentially a 
means to releasing resources for other design activities. For 
all these reasons, we believe testing is an important topic 
for research.
6.2  Recap of contributions
This paper makes three main contributions. First, we pro-
vide a structured overview of the literature on engineering 
design testing, considering (1) definitions of testing and fac-
tors that influence how it is performed; (2) mathematical and 
simulation models of testing, and (3) treatments of testing in 
established macro-level models of the development process. 
Although this is not an exhaustive review, the key points and 
publications are covered. This paper thereby collects starting 
points for further reading on testing in engineering design 
and development.
Second, noting that few empirical studies of testing 
practice have been reported in the literature, we provide 
a description of design and testing practice in three UK-
based companies. It was found that testing is closely inter-
twined with design throughout the development process, and 
furthermore, that CAE-based virtual testing and physical 
testing activities both have significant importance. In par-
ticular, the cost of testing designs to be used in different 
applications and varied environmental conditions is reduced 
by CAE analysis, while physical testing remains the main 
method of verifying and validating a design. Overall, the 
observations and literature study provide insight into current 
practice (summarised in Table 5) and suggest future direc-
tions for research into engineering testing, some of which 
are discussed in the next section.
Third, it was shown that well-known procedural pro-
cess models of product development, such as those dis-
cussed in Section 3.2, do not explicitly emphasise CAE 
analysis and testing, either because they are below the 
level of resolution of the models or because they are 
considered to be supporting activities and not depicted. 
Because of the importance of testing in product develop-
ment, we argue there is a need to depict these key activi-
ties more explicitly in PD process models. We believe 
this is needed to emphasise the importance of testing for 
Fig. 8  Macro-level depiction of incremental engineering product development illustrating concurrency and iterations among design, CAE, vir-
tual testing and physical testing within a stage-gate framework
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practice, research and education. The text and diagrams 
in Sect. 5 contribute towards this need. These insights 
are common to the three case studies, which are all rep-
resentative of incrementally developed complex products, 
and are thus expected to have a degree of generality in 
this context. In the future, we hope to undertake further 
empirical work to refine, assess and further generalise 
the insights.
6.3  Limitations and future work
It was already mentioned that the insights reported in this 
paper were developed from interviews and document analy-
sis in only three companies. Therefore, the generality cannot 
be proven. The case studies were also all undertaken in a 
specific domain, namely incremental design in the automo-
tive sector with a focus on mechanical engineering issues. 
Table 5  Summary of key insights gained from literature and case studies
Sect. Insight(s)
2.2.1 Increase in design complexity increases testing complexity (Novak and Eppinger 2001)
2.2.1 Whole-system testing before deployment may not always be possible (Luna et al. 2013)
2.2.1 Test designs must be optimised when comprehensive testing is not practicable (Thomke and Bell 2001)
2.2.2 Modular architecture may help reduce the costs of testing (Loch et al. 2001)
2.2.2 Commonality reduces number of parts to be tested in a new project (Pineda and Kilicay-Ergin 2010)
2.2.3 Incremental projects allow reuse of test plans, enhancing V&V quality (Pineda and Kilicay-Ergin 2010)
2.2.4 Testing occurs throughout a project using different methods as per context (Shabi and Reich 2012)
2.2.4 High-fidelity tests are not possible until sufficient design information is available (Thomke and Bell 2001)
2.2.4 Significant tests are often planned late in a project for large scale, complex designs (Reinertsen 1997)
2.2.4 Early tests to learn about design space can reduce the likelihood of problems later (Kennedy 2008)
2.2.5 Frequent design changes and requirement changes reduce V&V quality (Pineda and Kilicay-Ergin 2010)
2.2.5 Change propagation must be considered when revising a test plan following a change (Shankar et al. 2016)
3.1.1 Decisions on test frequency should balance benefits of revealing flaws vs. test costs (Ha and Porteus 1995)
3.1.1 Increased delays between design and release of test results drives rework and churn (Yassine et al. 2003)
3.1.1 Parallel testing of alternatives is useful if cost of tests is low or duration of tests is high (Loch et al. 2001)
3.1.1 Frequent testing is most useful if tests support each other in uncovering flaws (Thomke and Bell 2001)
3.1.1 Overlapping testing with downstream design risks wasting effort on flawed design (Qian et al. 2010)
3.1.2 VVT methods should be matched to requirements, considering acceptable risk & cost (Shabi and Reich 2012)
3.1.2 Tests should be focused on critical interactions in a complex system of systems (Luna et al. 2013)
3.1.2 Tests can be prioritised using an FMEA-style prioritisation number (Shankar et al. 2016)
3.3 Macro-level models of design and development processes do not emphasise the role and complexities of testing.
4.3.1 In the case studies, testing occurs throughout the process and is a major driver of the development process
4.3.2 In the case studies, companies bundle multiple extreme adverse scenarios to reduce physical test costs
4.3.2 In the case studies, physical tests are done on baseline cases and used to calibrate virtual tests for other cases
4.3.3 In the case studies, companies use suppliers for most part-level testing, but may investigate specific concerns
4.3.4 In the case studies, “radically new” parts/subsystems involve testing to experiment & demonstrate technology
4.3.4 In the case studies, “incremental” parts/subsystems involve testing focused on V&V
4.3.5 In the case studies, design changes lead to retesting and revising test plans. Retests may be in a different mode
4.3.6 In the case studies, physical testing cannot typically be accelerated in case of delays
4.3.6 In the case studies, physical test facilities are shared across projects so physical tests must be planned early
4.3.6 In the case studies, physical test facilities can be bottlenecks and can cause delays to propagate across projects
5.1 In the case studies, information is progressively released from design for procurement of prototypes for test
5.1 In the case studies, two important types of testing are performance testing and reliability/durability testing
5.2 In the case studies, while virtual testing is important, physical testing is still required for final V&V
5.2 In the case studies, the long durations of physical tests pose significant constraints on design processes
5.3 In the case studies, reliability and durability tests are often the most time consuming
5.6 In the case studies, the frequencies of design–build–test iterations are higher in earlier process stages
5.6 In the case studies, issues identified through physical testing are often addressed by rework in the next stage
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Thus, it is expected that the insights will not all be applicable 
in other engineering design contexts. For example, in very 
large-scale projects such as aircraft design or system-of-
system development, system-level testing from the begin-
ning of the process (e.g., using the equivalent of the MULE 
trucks/engines discussed earlier) is typically not possible. 
The insights presented here would need to be extended to 
cover this and other differences, and further empirical work 
is needed to do so.
Additional future research directions may be suggested. 
First, there is a need to develop prescriptive process models 
to convey best practices relating to testing and its integra-
tion with the design process. The literature study of Sect. 3 
revealed that testing practice depends (or should depend) on 
features of the design context, and this should be reflected in 
such models. Second, comparison of the empirical insights 
with the mathematical and simulation models of testing 
reviewed in Sect. 3.1 also reveals some gaps that could be 
explored using such models, and accordingly some opportu-
nities for research. One such gap is that the reviewed models 
all assume that there is sufficient upfront understanding of 
testing tasks that can be used. They do not explicitly con-
sider the situation in which testing methods must be devel-
oped during a project. In addition, the case studies revealed 
that many tests are preplanned and then largely followed as 
planned. Tests are even carried out when there is an expecta-
tion that the design would be changed, in the hope that learn-
ing can be incurred through testing. However, the benefit of 
this learning was not quantified in the case study compa-
nies. Further research could develop pragmatic models with 
a view to better inform companies on the costs and benefits 
of testing, considering what tests to use, how to integrate 
them effectively through the stages of the design process, 
and how to manage preliminary information passing in both 
directions between testing and design.
7  Concluding remarks
Testing is an important issue in engineering product devel-
opment, required for several purposes ranging from assess-
ing technology capability to verifying and validating the 
design. It is closely connected to other important issues in 
the design and development process, such as activity over-
lapping and iteration, but has received significantly less 
attention in research literature to date.
Common macro-level process models of design and 
development do not emphasise testing. Meso-level mod-
els deal with issues including overlapping testing and (re)
design, but these models are relatively abstract, each focus-
ing on selected issues, and do not take account many of the 
complexities and constraints of practice as revealed in the 
case studies. Noting these shortcomings in both levels of 
model, the study of industry cases and of existing models 
has been used to synthesise a new descriptive model that 
emphasises the role of testing in the incremental design con-
text. The generalised model is summarised in text and as two 
complementary diagrams.
Overall, it was identified that the testing process is closely 
intertwined with design activities and is an integral part of 
the product development process. Because testing is often a 
significant cost factor in product development, we contend 
that a perspective on the development process which empha-
sises testing could reveal many opportunities for research 
and improvement.
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